
Select Arts & Entertainment Podcasts 

Podcast 

Aggressive 

Negotiations 

We ponder the deep meanings and intricate workings of Star Wars. Taking a look at the franchise in a more 

esoteric way than you're used to. 

Sitting Around 

Talking Movies 

Neil Rosen and Bill McCuddy love to disagree about what they see in pop culture and there's plenty for them 

to yell about. The New York based duo are seen nationally on Time Warner Cable's weekly series "Talking 

Pictures On Demand". CBS Radio News Entertainment Correspondent Bill Bregoli joins them each week. "We 

watch the bad movies so you don't have to." Download to find out if these three movie, TV and pop culture 

critics ever agree on anything other than “Neil's the smart one." 

The Real Weird 

Sisters 

Two real weird sisters break down the Harry Potter series chapter by chapter and delve into special topics 

related to the Harry Potter universe. Note: podcast episodes may contain spoilers from the entire Harry 

Potter series. 

History of the 

Batman with Londyn!  

History of the Batman relives the defining moments of one of the most iconic figures in comic art and 

literature. Hosts Londyn and Adam talk about the history of the Batman and how the character, the villains, 

and popular iconography were established and have changed over the last 75 years up to now. 

Man Of The Hour The Man of the Hour radio show & podcast from Idobi Radio is hosted by Simple Plan guitarist, Sebastien 

Lefebvre, and MusiquePlus journalist, Patrick Langlois. Man of the Hour introduce listeners to new music 

and allows fans to glimpse into the private lives of the hosts.  

Fest Hype The world’s #1 music festival podcast hosted by Steven Rhys & Mike VanDusen. 

Gone Fishkin Hosted by Fish, Gone Fishkin is here to bring listeners songs they've heard and songs they'll soon fall in love 

with. Straight out of Los Angeles, Fish interviews both rising and established artists and entertainers. He's 

not afraid to tell a joke, be awkward, or get the party started. 

The Remarkables So much has been written about them. From studio films of their adventures, to fan fiction devoted to 

uncovering their secret identities and the secret lives of Remarkables such as The Patriot and Maverick. But 

no one has talked to the people who work with them. The henchman, the sidekicks, the lawyers that 

represent them, the cops who have to work alongside them. All doing the unremarkable work that stays off 

the radar. That’s what The Remarkables podcast presented by Meltdown Comics is here to fix. 

Pod Sequentialism 

with Matt Kennedy 

Acclaimed interviewer Matt Kennedy engages the industry's best writers, artists, performers, producers, 

taste-makers, thinkers and consultants in one-on-one interviews and roundtable discussions that only an 

insider can get. The program is taped at Meltdown headquarters in Los Angeles and released weekly. Matt 

Kennedy is the author of Pop Sequentialism and a world-renowned fine art curator. He brings 25 years of 

experience, asking tough questions about taboo subjects in a professional and respectful context. 

For more information on PodWave sponsorship opportunities call 202.513.2093  

or e-mail sponsorship@nationalpublicmedia.com 

PodWave reaches 43.7 million monthly users in the Arts category* 

*Source: Adswizz USA January 2017 


